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Insights into the Dynamics and Dissociation Mechanism of a 
Protein Redox Complex Using Molecular Dynamics

Scott A. Hollingsworth1,2,†, Brian. D. Nguyen1,†, Georges Chreifi1, Anton. P. Arce1, and 
Thomas. L. Poulos1,*

1Department of Molecular Biology and Biochemistry, University of California, Irvine, CA 92697, 
United States

Abstract

Leishmania major peroxidase (LmP) is structurally and functionally similar to the well-studied 

yeast cytochrome c peroxidase (CCP). A recent Brownian dynamics study showed that L. major 
cytochrome c (LmCytc) associates with LmP by forming an initial complex with the N-terminal 

helix A of LmP, followed by a movement toward the electron transfer (ET) site observed in the 

LmP-LmCytc crystal structure. Critical to forming the active electron transfer complex is an 

intermolecular Arg-Asp ion pair at the center of the interface. If the dissociation reaction is 

effectively the reverse of the association reaction, then rupture of the Asp-Arg ion pair should be 

followed by movement of LmCytc back toward LmP helix A. To test this possibility we have 

carried out multiple molecular dynamics simulations of LmP-LmCytc complex. In 5 separate 

simulations LmCytc is observed to indeed move toward helix A and in two of the simulations, the 

Asp-Arg ion pair breaks, which frees LmCytc to fully associate with the LmP helix A secondary 

binding site. These results support the “bind and crawl” or “velcro” mechanism of association 

wherein LmCytc forms a non-specific electrostatic complex with LmP helix A followed by a 

“crawl” toward the ET active site where the Asp-Arg ion pair holds the LmCytc in position for 

rapid ET. These simulations also point to Tyr134LmP as being important in the association/

dissociation reactions. Experimentally mutating Tyr134 to Phe was found to decrease Km by 3.6 

fold, consistent with its predicted role in complex formation by molecular dynamics simulations.
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Introduction

Interprotein electron transfer requires formation of protein-protein complexes.1, 2 Such 

complexes often are quite specific since the electron transfer (ET) rates between redox 

centers falls exponentially with distance, making it necessary to minimize the donor-

acceptor distance and/or provide an appropriate ET path. Nature, however, must balance the 

requirement of specific binding with rapid turnover, so protein redox complexes also are 

designed to rapidly dissociate. Therefore, while the association rate often is quite fast, the 

dissociation rate also is fast which often means that neither association or dissociation is rate 

limiting. The resulting moderate stability of protein redox complexes is one reason why 

there are very few such complex crystal structures. One of the exceptions is the well-studied 

yeast cytochrome c peroxidase (CCP)-cytochrome c (Cytc) complex that has long served as 

a paradigm for interprotein ET studies.3, 4

Recently, a second CCP-Cytc complex has been characterized. The human pathogen 

Leishmania major has a peroxidase (LmP) that is mechanistically and structurally similar to 

yeast CCP.5–8 Mechanistically, these systems have been shown to be nearly identical 

(Scheme 1).6–8

In step 1 the peroxidase is first oxidized by hydrogen peroxide to produce the ferryl 

compound I and a Trp radical (FeIV=O;Trp+•).9, 10 Through an electron transfer event with 

the related cytochrome c (step 2), the Trp+• radical is reduced to give compound II 

(FeIV=O;Trp). An intramolecular proton-coupled electron transfer (PCET, step 3) from the 

Trp to FeIV=O gives FeIII-OH;Trp+•,11, 12 before a second electron transfer event (step 4) 

with cytochrome c reduces Trp+• to return the peroxidase to its resting state. In addition, the 

structure of the LmP-LmCytc complex is strikingly similar to the experimentally determined 

yeast complex.7

Despite their mechanistic and structural similarities, however, the LmP-LmCytc redox pair is 

kinetically unlike the CCP-Cytc system, which suggests that the association and dissociation 

of these redox pairs may be different. First, while the LmP system obeys simple Michaelis-

Menten kinetics7, 8, CCP does not.13 Second, the crystal structure of each complex shows 

that the LmP-LmCytc complex is stabilized by specific intermolecular ion pairs (Fig. 1)8 

while the CCP-Cytc interface has no intermolecular ion pairs but instead appears to be 

stabilized by nonpolar interactions at the interface.3 Further emphasizing the importance of 

electrostatic interactions in the LmP system, we recently documented a secondary binding 

site for LmCytc on LmP.14 This non-catalytic site is composed of four nearly consecutive 

negatively charged residues on helix A, adjacent to but separate from the active site. A 
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combination of computational and experimental results has shown that helix A influences 

complex formation and dissociation for the LmP system, but not for CCP.14 In the Brownian 

dynamics simulation LmCytc initially docks to LmP helix A and then migrates toward the 

ET active position. For the proper ET complex to form, the critically important R24LmCytc-

D211LmP ion pair must form at the center of the complex. The importance of this ion is 

underscored by the D211N mutant which exhibits ≈8% wild type activity.14 This decrease is 

due to the rate limiting step switching from the Trp-to-Fe(IV)=O intramolecular ET to the 

rate of association of the LmCytc-LmP complex itself.6 For the R24LmCytc-D211LmP 

interaction to form, the intramolecular interaction between R24LmCytc and E101LmCytc must 

be broken, thus freeing R24LmCytc to adopt a new rotameric conformation in order to 

interact with D211LmP.7 These computational results guided the mutagenesis studies where 

removing 3 negative charges on helix A was found to lower kcat by ≈3-fold and the rate of 

association of the two proteins by ≈6-fold.14

In order to study the dynamics of the LmP-LmCytc redox pair complex and provide a deeper 

understanding of a possible dissociation mechanism, we have carried out molecular 

dynamics (MD) simulations of the experimentally determined complex structure. These 

simulations have revealed a clear visualization of the dynamics of the important inter- and 

intramolecular ionic interactions, and a point of comparison to other well studied heme 

protein redox partner systems.

Methods

Molecular Dynamics Simulations

In order to the study the dynamics of the LmP-LmCytc complex, we conducted an initial set 

of three atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the experimental co-crystal 

structure of LmCytc in complex with LmP (PDB ID 4GED)7. The preparation of the MD 

simulation is similar to our previous study of the LmP-LmCytc system14 and described 

briefly here. Hydrogen atoms were added to the crystal structure using the psfgen plugin of 

VMD 1.9.1.15 Patches were employed to connect the ferric high-spin heme with the 

coordinating His residues in both LmP and LmCytc while an extra bond parameter was 

added to describe the Met-heme coordination in LmCytc as well as the coordination of the 

ions present in the co-crystal structure. The surrounding orthogonal solvent box was 

constructed with a 20 Å cushion in all directions around the proteins. The resulting complex 

system contained 73,815 atoms.

The initial three MD simulations were performed using NAMD16 version 2.10 on the 

greenplanet cluster at UC Irvine and the XSEDE Stampede computing cluster. The 

CHARMM2217 force field was employed for the proteins and cofactor. The TIP3P model18 

was used to model the solvent. Each system underwent 1,000 steps of conjugate gradient 

energy minimization at a constant pressure of 1 atm and 300K using a Nosé-Hoover-

Langevin piston for pressure control and a Langevin dynamics for temperature control 

respectively.19, 20 A timestep of 1 femtosecond was employed for the first 10 nanoseconds of 

each simulation before being increased to 2 femtoseconds for the remainder of the trajectory 

while a multiple time step algorithm was employed to integrate the equations for motion as 

described previously21. The electrostatic interactions were treated using a smooth particle 
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mesh Ewald algorithm22 and the real space part of the Ewald sum and the Lennard-Jones 

interactions were switched off between 10 Å and 12 Å, while the all bonds to hydrogen 

atoms were constrained using the SHAKE algorithm23. Analyses was carried out using 

VMD,15,PyMOL (www.pymol.org), as well as locally developed analysis tools.

Based on the findings from the three NAMD simulations, we carried out two additional 

simulations using AMBER. The NAMD runs showed that once the Arg24LmCytc- 

Asp211LmP ion pair at the LmP-Cytc interface breaks and Cytc moves toward helix A of 

LmP. We therefore generated the in silico D211A LmP mutant thus eliminating this 

intermolecular ion pair to see if LmCytc will undergo the same dissociation process as 

observed in the NAMD runs. As a control we also included a simulation with the wild type 

complex. The systems were prepared similarly to the NAMD runs using the same size 

solvent box. Ferric high-spin heme parameters were taken from Collins & Loew24 and for 

the protein the AMBER ff99SB force field was used. Hydrogen mass repartitioning (HMR) 

through parmed was employed to redistribute the mass of the hydrogens, allowing for the 

use of a 4 femtosecond time step for all AMBER simulations. As part of another study, we 

compared simulations of cytochromes P450 with and without HMR and found little 

difference in the dynamics. All AMBER runs were run on the GPU clusters at the San Diego 

Supercomputer Center.

Site-directed mutagenesis, expression and purification

The wild type construct expressed without the N-terminal hydrophobic tail as pET28a/

Δ34LmP was used for site-directed mutagenesis. The LmP Y134F mutant was prepared by 

PCR using the TaKaRa PrimeSTAR polymerase kit from Clontech (Mountain View, CA), 

and the gene was fully sequenced to ensure the fidelity of the PCR reaction. Both LmP and 

LmCytc were expressed and purified as previously described.14

Steady-State Kinetics

Spectrophotometric steady-state activity measurements were performed at room temperature 

on a Cary 300 UV/Visible spectrophotometer. LmCytc was reduced by adding excess 

sodium dithionite and incubating on ice for 30 mins. The dithionite was then removed by 

passing through an Econo-Pac 10DG desalting column (Bio-Rad, Irvine, CA) pre-

equilibrated with 25 mM potassium phosphate, pH 6.5. All concentrations were determined 

using the appropriate molar extinction coefficients (ε558 of 29 mM−1 cm−1 for reduced 

LmCytc, ε408 of 113.6 mM−1 cm−1for LmP, ε240 of 0.0436 mM−1 cm−1 for H2O2), and the 

rates of LmCytc oxidation were calculated using a Δε558 of 19.4 mM−1 cm−1. All activity 

measurements were performed in low ionic strength 25 mM potassium phosphate pH 6.5 

buffer in order to easily reach saturation of the LmCytc binding site. Activity was measured 

at LmCytc concentrations ranging from 5 to 40 μM. The reaction was initiated by adding 

0.18 mM H2O2 and the oxidation of LmCytcII was monitored at 558 nm. All initial 

velocities were corrected for the enzyme-free reaction between ferrous LmCytc and H2O2, 

which accounted for about 15 % of the enzyme catalyzed rate. Data were fit according to the 

following hyperbolic equation:
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Results and Discussion

LmP-LmCytc Complex Dynamics

In order to study the stability of the LmP-LmCytc complex, we carried out three 650 

nanosecond (ns) CHARMM MD simulations using the experimentally determined co-crystal 

structure7 as a starting point. We also carried out an AMBER simulation of the wild type 

complex plus a second simulation where D211LmP has been converted to an Ala. This 

mutant mimics rupturing of the R24LmCytc-D211LmP ion which is a critical intermolecular 

ion pair and the center of the complex (Fig. 1). Root mean squared deviation (RMSD) 

analysis (Fig. S1) showed that both LmP and LmCytc undergo large backbone deviations 

owing to variations in surface loops. The deviations are much less when confined to regular 

elements of secondary structure. This together with visual inspection of the trajectories 

shows that the individual structures are quite stable. However, visual inspection of the 

trajectories clearly showed that LmCytc moves away from the ET active site toward helix A 

(Fig. 2). From the crystal structure the distance between the center of mass of LmCytc and 

helix A is ≈26Å and shortens substantially during the simulations (Table 1) as LmCytc 

migrates toward LmP helix A. In CHARMM replicate 1, LmCytc first moves toward helix 

A, dissociates, and then re-associates with helix A. The main reason for this larger motion in 

replicate 1 is that the R24LmCytc-D211LmP ion pair dynamically breaks and reforms 

throughout the simulation but remains broken after approximately 550ns which frees 

LmCytc to move further toward LmP helix A. The models in Fig. 2 show that toward the end 

of the simulations, LmCytc has moved closer to helix A in all 5 simulations. In the D211A 

mutant AMBER simulation, LmCytc moves to helix A much more quickly and remains 

there for the remainder of the simulation. The AMBER simulation of the wild type complex 

behaves similar to CHARMM replicate 1. The R24LmCytc-D211LmP ion pair breaks at 

approximately 2.2 μsec and remains broken for the remainder of the simulation (Figs. 3 and 

S2). As in CHARMM replicate 1, breaking of the ion pair frees LmCytc to move closer 

toward helix A. Taken together these results show that LmCytc favors moving toward helix 

A but is restrained by the R24LmCytc-D211LmP ion pair which prevents the full motion of 

LmCytc to transition from the ET active conformation to the secondary binding site of LmP 

helix A. Once this ion pair breaks, however, as observed in both CHARMM replicate 1 and 

the AMBER simulations, LmCytc is free to fully transition to the secondary binding site 

previously observed in Brownian dynamics simulations (helix A of LmP) and ultimately 

dissociates.

LmP-LmCytc Dissociation

We next focus on CHARMM replicate 1 since the R24LmpCytc-D211LmP ion pair breaks 

relatively early and thus provides the most detailed picture of the dissociation process in the 

wild type complex. Once the R24LmpCytc-D211LmP ion breaks and LmCytc begins to slide 

further toward helix A, R24LmpCytc forms a new interaction with Y134LmP. As shown in Fig. 
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3 for both the CHARMM replicate 1 and AMBER WT simulations, the R24LmpCytc-

Y134LmP pair forms as soon as the R24LmpCytc-D211LmP ion breaks. In the D211A AMBER 

simulation R24 LmpCytc also forms an interaction with Y134LmP. Thus in all 3 simulations 

where the intermolecular ion pair breaks or is not present owing to in silico mutagenesis, 

LmCytc begins its “crawl” toward helix A by initially interacting with Y134LmP. Y134LmP 

is located between the D211LmP at the ET active site and the A helix (Fig. 1) and thus 

provides both a new H-bonding partner to R24LmCytc as LmCytc moves toward helix A as 

well as preventing reformation of the ET active ion pair with D211LmP

The energetic incentive for LmCytc moving toward helix A during this process are two 

surface exposed Lys residues of LmCytc (K16 and K19) that approach E49, D50, and E54 in 

helix A of LmP and aid to pull LmCytc away from the ET active site. Interestingly, 

following breakage of this new transient interaction in CHARMM replicate 1, R24LmCytc 

again reorients and reforms an intramolecular ion pair with E101LmCytc that is observed in 

the LmCytc crystal structure in the absence of LmP (Figs. 4, 5, S3 and S4). In the wild type 

AMBER simulation the R24LmCytc-E101LmCytc distance also decreases (Fig. S3) but not 

close enough to reform the iron pair. Once this change occurs, LmCytc effectively 

dissociates and moves away from helix A to a point where the LmCytc center of mass 

reaches 28 Å from its starting position in the complex crystal structure. Continuing, LmCytc 

then returns to LmP and where R24LmCytc moves back and forth between D211LmP and 

Y134Lmp.

Kinetics of the LmP Y134F mutant

Since simulations across not only wild type and mutant complexes but also CHARMM and 

AMBER force fields predict that Y134LmP plays a role in the association/dissociation 

reactions, we generated the experimental Y134FLmP mutant and determined its kinetic 

parameters. Figure 6 shows a comparison of our previously determined wild type kinetics14 

with that of the Y134FLmP mutant. The Y134FLmP mutant exhibits a simple hyperbolic 

behavior, with a 3.6-fold increase in Km when compared to wild type (Fig. 6), suggesting 

that the Y134FLmP mutation decreases the affinity of LmCytc for the LmP mutant. Wild 

type rates are restored with saturating amounts of LmCytc, as seen by the measured kcat 

value being almost identical to wild type. This indicates that the rate-limiting step of the 

reaction at steady state has not changed, but remains the intramolecular proton coupled 

electron transfer PCET from the Trp to FeIV, as previously shown for wild type LmP6 but 

that binding of LmCytc to LmP has been weakened. Together, these results suggest that the 

association rate constant of the LmPY134F-LmCytc complex, although impaired, remains 

greater than the intramolecular PCET rate constant of ~400 s−1. This is consistent in the 

prediction of Y134LmP playing an important, but not vital, role in complex turnover.

Predicted Electron Transfer Rates in the LmP-LmCytc Complex

These new computational and experimental results, coupled with our previous Brownian 

dynamics studies,14 indicates that helix A provides a secondary non-specific electrostatic 

surface to which LmCytc can rapidly bind. However, this also raises the question of whether 

or not LmCytc delivers electrons while hovering near helix A, or if LmCytc must move to 

the position observed in the crystal structure to order to transfer an electron. Since ET rates 
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are quite sensitive to the distance between donor and acceptor, comparing ET distances over 

the course of a trajectory can provide insights into which complexes are active and inactive 

(Figure 7 and S5). The various parameters required for this application of Marcus 

theory26, 27 were taken from reference25: ΔG, the difference in redox potential between the 

Trp208LmP radical and hemeLmCytc, −0.5 eV and a reorganization energy of 1.0 eV25. In the 

crystal structure, the ET distance is ≈15 Å which gives a rate of ≈2×105 sec−1. The observed 

rate of electron transfer from Cytc to the Trp radical using laser flash photolysis in the CCP-

Cytc complex is ≈2×106 sec−1.25 Given the close similarity between the CCP-Cytc and 

LmP-LmCytc complexes, we can expect the LmP-LmCytc complex to exhibit a similar rate. 

It is important to note that this rate cannot be compared to the steady state rate of ≈460s−1 

which is the intramolecular ET from the Trp radical to Fe(IV)=O. The Cytc-to-Trp radical 

ET rate also cannot be compared to second order rates measured by stopped flow kinetics 

since stopped flow mixing experiments measure the rate of association and not 

intermolecular ET form the LmCytc heme to the LmP Trp radical. Therefore, any computed 

intermolecular ET rate well below 105–106 sec−1 is not compatible with the observed kinetic 

behavior of LmP and thus does not represent an ET active complex. In CHARMM replicates 

2 and 3 (red and blue respectively), the ET rate drops 3 orders of magnitude below the 

experimental values of 2×106sec−1 as LmCytc moves toward helix A. In replicate 1 after 

LmCytc moves to helix A of LmP, the closest ET distance is ≈20 Å which gives a rate of 

≈100 sec−1. This is well below the both the flash photolysis rate25 and even kcat
6, which 

provides additional evidence that the helix A bound complex is likely inactive, as predicted 

by previous BD and experimental results.14

Conclusions

A longstanding problem in understanding biological ET reactions is the requirement for 

balancing specificity with a high rate of turnover. In order to maintain rapid kinetics, the 

formation of protein complexes must be relatively weak. On the other hand, rapid 

intermolecular ET requires bringing the donor and acceptor relatively close and in some 

cases provide the proper intervening medium for rapid ET2. Since the interface that must 

align properly for ET is small compared to the total surface area available to each protein, 

the probability of forming the ET active complex via random intermolecular collisions is 

small. This problem has given rise to the “bind and crawl” or “velcro”28 model of ET, which 

more recently has witnessed experimental support for transient redox complexes.29, 30 Here 

the redox partners initially interact via nonspecific complementary electrostatic surfaces. 

Next, the partners sample each others surface in a rapid 2-dimensional search until the more 

energetically favorable ET active complex is reached. However, to ensure rapid dissociation, 

the difference in stability between the ET active and inactive complexes must be small. The 

LmP-Cytc system has provided the most detailed molecular level picture on this process. 

Our previous Brownian dynamics work indicates that LmCytc initially forms a nonspecific 

complex with helix A and stays there until the R24LmCytc-E101LmCytc intramolecular ion 

pair breaks which enables R24LmCytc to form an intermolecular ion pair with D211LmP. In 

the present work we find that exactly the reverse happens in the dissociation reaction. The 

intermolecular R24LmCytc-D211LmP ion pair first must break which then enables LmCytc to 

slide toward the helix A prior to full dissociation. In the CHARMM simulations we observe 
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the rupture of the R24LmCytc-D211LmP ion pair in only one of the 3 simulations, but observe 

significant movement towards helix A in all 3 replicates. Further supporting these findings, 

using AMBER force fields we observe the same motions towards helix A, including 

breakage of the R24LmCytc-D211LmP ion pair followed by formation of R24LmCytc-

Y134LmP. That these same specific interactions as well as the broader motions towards helix 

A take place across different simulation conditions increases confidence that the dynamic 

tug of war between the broad electronegative surface of helix A and the ET active complex 

controlled by the R24LmCytc-D211LmP ion pair is an accurate picture on the binding/

dissociation reactions. In summary, this work coupled with our previous Brownian dynamics 

study presents a consistent picture on the dynamics of both the association and dissociation 

reactions and provides further support to the “bind and crawl/velcro” model of ET protein-

protein interactions and more recent advances on transient redox partner complexes.29, 30

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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LmP Leishmania major peroxidase

LmCytc Leishmania major cytochrome c

ET electron transfer
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Figure 1. The LmP-LmCytc complex highlighting key interactions
LmP is in faint gray, LmCytc in faint green, and the respective heme groups are shown as 

red sticks. The catalytically important intermolecular ion pair between D211 of LmP and 

R24 of LmCytc defines the ET active binding site for LmCytc, while the negatively charged 

residue of D47, E49, D50 and E54 of the A helix of LmP constitutes the secondary binding 

site. LmP Y134 is positioned directly between the ET active and secondary binding sites.
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Figure 2. The LmP-LmCytc complex toward the end of simulation
Snapshots near the end of each respective MD simulation is displayed where LmCytc is 

cyan, LmP is white (except helix A which is shown in red). Two views are shown; one 

viewed down on the LmCytc docking site and a side view. A) Crystal structure; B) 

CHRAMM replicate 1; C) CHARMM replicate 2; D) CHARMM replicate 3; E) AMBER 

wild type; F) AMBER D211A mutant. Relative to the crystal structure, LmCytc moves 

toward the A helix in all simulations. However, in replicate 1 (panel B) and the Amber 

simulations (panels E and F) where the Asp-Arg intermolecular ion pair breaks, LmCytc 

now is free to form closer interactions with helix A. The arrow indicates the direction of 

motion of LmCytc.
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Figure 3. The R24LmCytc-D211LmP and R24LmCytc-Y134LmP distances as a function of 
simulation time
A) CHARMM replicate 1; B) AMBER wild type; C) AMBER D211A mutant. The arrows 

indicate where the he R24LmCytc-D211LmP breaks and the R24LmCytc-Y134LmP interaction 

forms. In the AMBER mutant (panel C) the R24LmCytc-Y134LmP interaction forms quickly 

and remains stable for about 50ns before this interaction is lost as LmCytc moves closer to 

helix A.
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Figure 4. Distance evolution of LmP-LmCytc complex interactions
The distance between interacting residues that were found to be important during the 

dissociation of the LmP-LmCytc complex over the course of each 650 nanosecond MD 

simulation CHARMM replicates are highlighted in A through D where replicate 1 is shown 

in black, replicate 2 in red and replicate 3 in blue. The highlighted interactions are as 

follows; A) The electron transfer active interprotein ion-pair of LmCytc R24(CZ) and LmP 

D211(CG), B) the transient interaction between LmCytc R24(NE) and LmP Y134(OH), C) 

the distances between LmCytc R24(CZ) and D50 of LmP helix A and, D) the intramolecular 

ion pair between LmCytc R24(CZ) and LmCytc E101(CA). In D, the experimentally 

observed distance for the intramolecular ion pair in the individual structure (PDBID 4DY9) 

is shown in pink and the equivalent distance in the co-crystal structure (PDBID 4GED) in 

orange.
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Figure 5. Snapshots of the dissociation process of the LmP-LmCytc complex
Molecular snapshots of the dissociation of the LmP-LmCytc complex as observed through 

the unbiased MD simulation replicate 1 taken approximately at A) 0 ns, B) 290 ns, C) 340 ns 

and D) 400 ns.
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Figure 6. Experimental steady-state kinetic analysis of Y134FLmP
Vo/e vs LmCytc concentration for the Y134FLmP-LmCytc complex (in red) is superimposed 

onto the data from the wild type LmP-LmCytc complex (in green) from reference14.
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Figure 7. Predicted electron transfer distance and rate evolution for the LmP-LmCytc complex
(Top) The log of the calculated ET rate plotted as a function of time, where CHARMM 

replicate 1 is black, 2 is red and 3 is blue while the Amber WT simulation is purple and the 

mutant simulation is in light brown. The ET rate was calculated using Marcus theory as 

described in the text and the distance between the closest atom in the rings of Trp208LmP 

and the LmCytc heme. The dashed lines indicate the ET rate obtained from laser flash 

photolysis experiments for the yeast CCP-Cytc system,25 the computed rate using the 

Trp208LmP-hemeLmCytc closest distance obtained from the LmP-Cytc structure7, and kcat 

obtained from steady state kinetics6. (Bottom) The distance between the center of mass of 

LmCytc and the LmP active site residue D211 over the course of each replicate is tracked 

using the same color scheme as above.
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Scheme 1. 
Overall Mechanism of Cytochrome c Peroxidase
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Table 1

LmCytc-Helix A Minimum Center of Mass Distance

Distance in Å

Crystal 26

CHARMM1 20.2

CHARMM2 22.4

CHARMM3 21.0

AMBER WT 20.8

AMBER Mutant 19.7
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